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BMO Financial GROup 
(BMO-TSX $57.00)

Pre-Announces Q1-08 Write-DoWns of $550 MM
Write-DoWn is More thAn exPecteD With More LikeLy to coMe

reDuceD to hoLD untiL Q1/08 resuLts Are reLeAseD

& tArget Price PLAceD unDer revieW

Event: BMO Pre-Announces $550 MM of Write-Downs:
1.	 ACA Financial Charge of $160 MM.		BMO	will	take	a	charge	to	eliminate	the	hedge	protection	from	the	

monoline	insurer.		BMO	has	no	further	exposure	to	this	insurer.
2.	 Trading Charge of $175MM. 	BMO	will	take	a	further	loss	on	its	trading,	structured	credit-related	positions,	

preferred	shares,	third	party	conduits	and	other	securities.		Last	year	BMO	took	a	charge	of	$853	million	on	
its	trading	positions	held	in	natural	gas	commodities.

3.	 Apex/Sitka Trust Charge of $130MM.		BMO	will	take	a	further	charge	(in	addition	to	that	taken	last	quarter	of	
$80 MM on this structured finance vehicle).  BMO indicated that if this vehicle is not successfully restructured 
it could incur an additional charge equivalent to its remaining interest of $495 million. 

4. SIV Write-Downs of $25MM.		BMO	will	take	a	further	write-down	in	addition	to	the	$15	million	write-down	
in Q4/0 relating to capital notes in the Links Finance and Parkland Finance SIV’s.  BMO also announced that 
it will increase its participation in these SIV’s (liquidity support) of up to a maximum of $11 billion and almost 
$2 billion respectively. 

5.	 Increased General Allowance of $60MM.  BMO will increase its general allowance to reflect the higher 
level of loans issued as well as a risk assessment

6.	 Management Changes:  BMO announced several management changes including Tom Flynn as the new 
Chief Risk Officer and Russ Robertson as the new Interim Chief Financial Officer.

Conclusion:  Target Of $70.00 Placed Under Review
1. These write-downs are greater than we had expected but nonetheless manageable.
2. Of concern is the size of liquidity support now offered to the Links of $11 billion.  This was not expected 

however management does not expect the amount drawn to exceed half the indicated liquidity.  Although the 
assets are still AA rated, for the most part, the position is material as the market for these assets remains very 
uncertain.	

3. A further write-down on the Apex of the size discussed is material and could plague quarterly earnings over 
the next several quarters.

4. We had previously lowered our 2008 EPS estimate from $5.95 to $5.75 (see Catalyst report dated January 31, 
2008).  This estimate does not account for the $0.70 of after-tax write-downs announce yesterday.

5. We had expected dividend increases over the next 12 months to the $3.00 to $3.10 level, an expected increase 
of 7% to 11%, however given the uncertainty over future write-downs this level of increase may be optimistic 
and will be assessed after the release of Q1/08 earnings on March 4, 2008.  We believe the current dividend 
rate is safe and investors continue to receive a premium yield of 5.3% versus the banking average of 3.8%.  
We expect a modest dividend increase when the Q1/08 results are announced.

6. We have lowered our recommendation to a Hold and our target price placed under review until the release of 
the Q1/08 results on March 4, 2008.
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Valuation
Our $70.00 target price implies a multiple on our 2008 EPS estimate of 12.2 times which is still an 
almost 15% discount from the average of 14.0 times for RY, BNS & TD.  However this discount may 
no longer be reasonable given the challenges facing management.  Consequently we have placed 
the 12 month target under review until after the bank reports its first quarter of fiscal 2008.  

Robin Cornwell, BA (Economics), MBA


